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Abstract: The combination of different propulsion and energy storage systems for hybrid vehicles is changing the focus in the field of powertrain calibration. Shorter time-to-market as well as stricter legal requirements regarding the validation of Real Driving Emissions (RDE) require the adaptation of current procedures and the implementation of new technologies in the powertrain development process. In order to achieve highest efficiencies and lowest pollutant emissions at the same time, the layout and calibration of the control strategies for the powertrain and the exhaust gas aftertreatment system must be precisely matched. An optimal operating strategy must take into account possible trade-offs in fuel consumption and emission levels, both under highly dynamic engine operation and under extended environmental operating conditions. To achieve this with a high degree of statistical certainty, the combination of advanced methods and the use of virtual test benches offers significant potential. An approach for such a combination is presented in this paper. Together with a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) test bench, the novel methodology enables a targeted calibration process, specifically designed to address calibration challenges of hybridized powertrains. Virtual tests executed on a HiL test bench are used to efficiently generate data characterizing the behavior of the system under various conditions with a statistically based evaluation identifying white spots in measurement data, used for calibration and emission validation. In addition, critical sequences are identified in terms of emission intensity, fuel consumption or component conditions. Dedicated test scenarios are generated and applied on the HiL test bench, which take into account the state of the system and are adjusted depending on it. The example of one emission calibration use case is used to illustrate the benefits of using a HiL platform, which achieves approximately 20% reduction in calibration time by only showing differences of less than 2% for fuel consumption and emission levels compared to real vehicle tests.
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1. Introduction

The contribution of direct and indirect vehicle emissions to air pollution and increasing greenhouse gases (GHG) in the atmosphere has led to increasingly stringent emission standards being imposed by legislators worldwide. In addition, emission limits are being added for previously unlimited exhaust components [1–3].

In addition to the adjustment of the emission limits themselves, the procedures and methodologies for the conduction of the relevant emissions and fuel economy tests are being adapted. The introduction of the “Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure” (WLTP) including the “Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Cycle” (WLTC) and the Real Driving Emissions (RDE) tests required for legislative vehicle testing under EU6d-TEMP [4] has led to a milestone in vehicle and exhaust gas aftertreatment...
development [5]. Following the RDE introduction for European legislation, RDE also becomes a new challenge for the Chinese market, allowing the transfer of lessons learned from the previously developed approaches for EU6d [6].

Regarding CO\(_2\) emissions emitted by road vehicles (accounting for 25% of total GHG emissions in the European Union in 2018 [7]), a 37.5% reduction in CO\(_2\) fleet levels is required by 2030, compared to the previously set limit of 95 g/km for 2021 [8].

With the potential of increasing the system efficiency and reducing the fuel consumption [9], one of the most common approaches for GHG reduction of passenger vehicles is the hybridization of the powertrains. For the operating strategy of hybrid vehicles, a good compromise between optimum fuel consumption, system efficiency, emission behavior and drivability is required [10]. Repeated engine starts and low engine operating times can lead to an increased emission intensity caused by higher start emissions especially in cold conditions [11] and thus to a low conversion efficiency of the exhaust aftertreatment system (EATS) [12]. Current approaches for the definition of vehicle-specific test scenarios for the calibration and validation process are mainly focusing on the characteristics of conventional internal combustion engines.

This paper presents the conception for a novel methodology that aims to provide a calibration procedure for robust system layout of conventional and hybrid powertrains with focus on GHG and pollutant emission reduction. After pointing out explicit challenges and backgrounds of the emission calibration process with focus on RDE specifications, current methodologies for RDE validation and virtual calibration are presented.

Then, the general framework, data analysis, statistical security and the implementation and generation of relevant test scenarios for the new concept are presented. An example of a campaign for the reduction of gaseous emissions during catalyst purging on a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) test bench is presented as well. Demonstrating the accuracy of the results against real-world measurements and showing the effects of changes to the engine control unit (ECU) calibration in the virtual environment show the suitability of this type of test benches.

Finally, an outlook towards the use of virtual test benches using the presented concept for optimization and validation of emissions and operating strategies of hybrid powertrains is given.

2. Challenges and Approaches for RDE Specific Calibration

2.1. Challenges Posed by RDE

Compared to the formerly applied “New European Driving Cycle” (NEDC), the currently used test cycles reflect a more real-world operating behavior. Instead of static accelerations and speed levels, the WLTC describes a more dynamic test profile used for standard tests on the chassis dynamometer [13,14]. RDE tests per definition must be conducted on public roads under real world conditions. Although providing a high degree of freedom, some limitations regarding operating behavior and boundary conditions are defined to keep the single tests on a comparable level.

These limitations restrict the cycle dynamics by means of a minimum limit for the relative positive acceleration (RPA) and a maximum limit for the 95th percentile of all products of speed and positive acceleration (\(v \cdot a_{po95}\)) for each phase of the test (urban, rural, motorway) as well as the total test duration [4,15].

Requirements for the distance shares for urban, rural, motorway as well as the geodetic profile of the traveled road with respect to the positive cumulated elevation gain as well as the absolute difference between the start and end of the trip define the general conditions of the route [4]. Looking forward to planned adjustments by the EU7 standard, potential restrictions and ranges for these limitations can be omitted or extended [16–19].

For tests on public roads, portable emission measurement systems (PEMS) are required. A sufficient accuracy of these systems requires a detailed logging and capturing of the emissions to gain legally required information about the absolute level during on-road tests. However, with accuracy levels below that of the measurement equipment in a laboratory
environment, PEMS measurements do not provide the best conditions for calibration tasks [20–24]. Tolerances might falsify the time continuous results to a level that causes insurmountable challenges for the calibration engineer when it comes to root cause analyses and validation of optimization success.

Currently, not all relevant pollutants can be measured with a PEMS device. For RDE tests, only NO\textsubscript{X} and PN need to be measured on-road, CO needs to be monitored. Other exhaust components are to be validated in WLTC tests on the chassis dynamometer only.

For the expected future EU7 legislation, an extension of the relevant components to be measured with PEMS is discussed. This possibly concerns HC, NH\textsubscript{3}, N\textsubscript{2}O and PN\textsubscript{10} (particles larger than 10 nm). Although the current measurement systems are being optimized with regard to accuracy [25], the use of further optimized measuring instruments will be necessary to measure also these components in an adequate way with high accuracy.

Besides requirements with regard to measurement equipment, the RDE legislation has put major challenges onto the calibration and validation process itself [26]. With a highly dynamic range of operating points, the potential area in the engine map experienced in a legislative RDE test is practically unlimited [27,28]. As demonstrated in Figure 1 (left), the range of operating points applied during the WLTC test is slightly higher with regard to engine speed and engine load compared to the NEDC test. A representative RDE cycle driven with the same vehicle as for the shown NEDC and WLTC extends the used range even further, in theory only restricted by the engine limits itself.

Figure 1. (a) Comparison of operating point ranges used in NEDC, WLTC and representative RDE test; (b) Impact on required testing capacity of different European emission legislation levels.

The trace of potential RDE operating points is unlimited. In addition, the environmental influences in on-road tests can vary greatly between individual tests [29]. With not only temperature and humidity but also traffic and driver behavior [30] being uncontrollable, a reproduction of one test to another is nearly impossible [31,32]. However, an unquestionable test reproducibility is one of the main prerequisites for successful powertrain calibration.

In addition, increasing vehicle variants with different powertrain modifications lead to an exponential growth of test cases to be considered [33]. As demonstrated on the right chart in Figure 1, this puts challenges onto the available test resources [16]. The introduction of new test facilities is required to keep up with the exponential growth in tests to be carried out. The introduction of RDE has not only motivated the extensive use of virtual test capacities—such as Engine-in-the-Loop (EiL) testing on highly dynamic engine test benches—but also to the development of new validation processes [34–36]. Limiting the required number of tests to a reasonable number with sufficient resources, data-driven approaches are required to identify the status quo of a certain system and to make as much use as possible of the information contained in the data collected during the development process.
2.2. Existing Approaches for RDE Validation

To meet the challenges posed by the introduction of RDE in the EU6d legislation, different approaches are being pursued. In addition to the mandatory road tests, these include the intensive use of chassis dynamometers and the virtualization of testing activities. However, individual methods focus primarily on one test environment. The idea of the currently used approaches can be divided into the categories of

- Fleet-generic test cycles [15,37];
- Worst-case cycles obtained by simulation and Design of Experiments (DoE)—in combination with engine dynamometer testing [28,38–41];
- Representation of statistical driving styles [42–44];
- Retracing of real-world driving routes considered as relevant [45–48].

Fleet-generic test cycles are frequently used by the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) to validate many different vehicles with the same test profile. The profiles are usually based on speed sequences that are supposed to be highly critical for the OEM’s vehicles and especially to the performance of the EATS. These are either defined by investigations of several emission tests carried out with different vehicles, by theoretical technical analyses of critical maneuvers (such as full load acceleration with cold engine and EATS) or based on characteristic values such as maximization of $v \cdot a_{\text{pos95}}$ or RPA. These cycles are often considered as worst-case for validation purposes [15].

Worst-case cycles can be created for specific vehicles as well. The generation of such test scenarios is often associated with either simulation or engine test bench measurements. When using a modeled environment such as described in [39,49,50], many different scenarios can be evaluated in an efficient way. A DoE approach is subsequently used to evaluate the simulated emission intensity. Based on control parameters (e.g., cycle dynamics), the profile is then adjusted to define the worst-case scenario for the vehicle. Alternatively, DoE approaches for different operating points and traces on an engine test bench can be used once the real system is available [38]. Based on the results, cycles can be created for use on either dynamic engine test benches or chassis dynamometers.

In contrast to system-specific approaches, there are those that focus on real-world routes or realistic driving styles that are intended to represent real driving behavior with as little synthetic influences as possible [42–44,51–56]. Testing of real driving routes is often transferred to a test bench environment to increase reproducibility and to use highly accurate measurement systems. Here, the driving profiles are transferred to the chassis dynamometer or engine test bench. This requires prior recording of the driving profile or load points via the engine control unit and needs re-recording or computational adjustment of the load points if significant calibration changes occur or another vehicle is to be tested. To increase the reproduction quality, Mason et al. describe a methodology for the specific adjustment of the load points performed on the chassis dynamometer [45]. These may deviate from the theoretically resulting resistances due to numerous influences from the speed and geodetic road profiles, but are decisive for the validation of replay measurements. Especially the reproduction of altitude and road gradient influences can have a major effect on the reproduction of engine operating points and must be reproduced with a high level of accuracy, as described in [57]. In addition to real routes, recordings are made of real trips in daily operation, which are transferred to a database. As for example described in [43,56], based on Markov chains, new driving profiles are then synthetically created to represent the most probable speed and acceleration sequences. Such approaches represent typical regional driving behavior very well, but are less suitable for representing vehicle-specific weak points which are relevant for calibration.

The RDE cycle generator presented in [58] serves to combine the advantages of these individual approaches. First, it automatically detects emission-critical sequences from existing measurement data, which are then prioritized according to intensity and statistical relevance. Particularly critical and at the same time statistically representative measurement sections for real drivers are combined in a new cycle and linked by synthetic phases by means of a driver model. On the one hand, this ensures a reference to real driving behavior,
and, on the other hand, it enables critical driving situations to be reproduced with the help of a targeted operating point reproduction. The calibration and validation process can thus be efficiently supported with the available amount of data. The methodology presented in the following builds on the fundamentals of this approach and extends it with an advanced reproduction of the system states as well as a targeted analysis of the data for the identification of weak points and further necessary measurement data.

While existing approaches focus on different ways to define a relevant test scenario, the use of potential information within the collected and analyzed data is limited. The described approach of the RDE cycle generator already combines the statistical analysis with focus on emission critical data. The comparison of events to other events and to real-driving data based on the calculation of a universal distance measure of a pre-defined set of signals although only allows to identify similar sequences, not to carry out an automatic root cause analysis. The prioritization of the signals to be included is left to the experience of the engineer. Furthermore, the generated cycle mainly relies on sufficient variance of the input data and is—similarly as for all the current existing approaches—fixed before the test starts. This is especially for hybrid vehicles afflicted with uncertainty concerning the reproduction of operating point traces.

The concept of the methodology described below aims at covering these weak spots. In contrast to pre-defined signal sets for comparison, a clustering approach is used to identify relevant signals, critical and uncritical traces of these and thus can highly support the engineer on a root cause analysis. Focusing on the thereby detected relevant signals, a novel approach is implemented to invert the comparison of events to real-driving data, allowing to pre-estimate the criticality with regards to emission intensity of driving routes and to identify white-spots in the variance of existing emission measurement data. Finally, a methodology is described that allows to generate a driving profile while a test or simulation is running, instead of generating a fixed profile before the test starts.

### 3. Methodology for Robust Calibration on Virtual Test Benches

For an efficient development and calibration process, a high level of confidence into the suitability of the system to be designed is required. Starting with the concept and design phase, future requirements onto the complete system need to be known and the technology needs to be selected accordingly. Keeping this in mind, a key criterion for vehicle development is the ability of validating single components and parts of the complete system already during early program stages. Furthermore, the consideration of gained information in early steps can bring advantages with regard to efficiency and robustness in later stages of the powertrain development.

The aimed novel methodology therefore targets on being useable already in early stages of the development process and using data of those in later stages. Figure 2 shows the criteria for the conception of the novel methodology.

The first criterion defines the testing platforms to be considered for the development process. Starting with first virtual tests in a Model-in-the-Loop (MiL) environment, the application of the procedures remains consistent for HiL and EiL or Powertrain-in-the-Loop (PiL) testing. Slight modifications to the base concept of the generation of test scenarios are required for vehicle testing on a chassis dynamometer and on-road PEMS validation.

The use of all available test data and as well as an automatic analysis and processing of these provides a major contribution for efficient and statistically safe calibration. Therefore, the second package of the methodology (“Identification of calibration optimization potentials” Figure 2) focuses on the identification of optimization potentials for the calibration of the respective control unit, for example an ECU or a hybrid control unit (HCU). The comparison of emission data with on-road fleet data supports the definition of actually relevant test cases and the quantification of the statistical certainty of the validation matrix (“Quantification of statistical certainty”, Figure 2). Finally, the test scenarios are generated by means of a “Dynamic and model predictive cycle generation” (Figure 2).
3.1. Virtual Test Benches

Vehicle development is already supported by virtual test environments in many different phases and tasks. Especially in conceptual design and technology selection as well as for On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) verifications, simulation-based test scenarios are used [59,60]. Increasing virtualization is also taking place in the area of drivability [10,61,62] and emissions calibration [63–65] to increase the efficiency of the development processes.

Figure 3 shows an overview of the different virtualization depths and test benches that are used within this concept to support the calibration process focusing on emissions, fuel consumption and operation strategy optimization. The white area on the right side, getting wider towards the bottom, indicates the aspects and components that are existing in real-world for the specific test facility, the gray background indicates virtual components.

Figure 3. Overview of test beds and their degree of virtualization used for a holistic calibration and validation approach.
While on-road testing requires a complete vehicle with all components, the first level of virtualization is already performed on the chassis dyno. Here, the driver follows a target speed trace in the real vehicle. All ambient influences and the vehicle resistances are simulated or controlled by the test bed. This allows for testing a certain vehicle with specifications of any other vehicle by adjusting the resistance coefficients that control the load that the chassis dynamometer applies to the wheels. In earlier development phases with a complete system not yet ready for deployment or to support overall vehicle testing, individual components can be operated on dedicated test benches as if they were in the complete vehicle \[66,67\]. For this purpose, the periphery of the component to be tested is simulated by a model environment. The scope of the real components can be varied as desired. Typical setups for example are PiL, EiL and HiL (Figure 3). In the PiL setup, electric motors are used as load machines for the drive wheels, simulating the real-world resistances

The model environment there comprises only the driving environment and the vehicle, while the engine, clutch, transmission and differentials are present as real components. In the EiL setup, the modeling is supplemented by differentials, transmission and clutches; only the engine is operated as a real component on the test bench with a load machine \[68\]. For the HiL setup, the entire vehicle is typically simulated, including all drive components and, if required, also the emissions. The ECU or HCU are coupled with the simulation as real components \[69,70\]. The highest virtualization level is used in the MiL or Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) setup. There, all components including the control units are simulated.

The early performance of dynamic tests in virtual test environments enable the pre-validation of components and functions with regard to the subsequent real operating conditions \[63\]. Targeted modeling of engine and system behavior on MiL and HiL setups allows conclusions to be drawn about emissions, drivability and fuel and energy consumption behavior \[71\]. This offers frontloading of the emissions calibration and adjusting the operating strategy for hybrid propulsion systems. The associated requirements and the suitability of virtual environments to adequately represent the real influences of calibration changes will be described. When using EiL or PiL test benches, resulting emissions and fuel or energy consumptions can be measured directly. In addition to single test bench setups, virtual shaft setups as described in \[72\] provide the ability of not only simulating the real hardware on a HiL with ECU and HCU but also to actually couple test benches for internal combustion engines (ICE), electric machines and batteries.

All these systems can be used to support the calibration process by being operated based on a data-driven methodology to validate and optimize existing datasets as well as to extend the database with sequences of yet unknown emission behavior to increase the statistical robustness.

3.2. Identification of Calibration Optimization Potentials

The identification of calibration optimization potentials is based on a combination of different procedures. First, critical and uncritical data need to be identified. Then, they need to be compared for the identification of similarities. Similarities in signals must be clustered to get an idea of patterns that typically represent critical sequences.

The primary data processing is described by CLAESEN et al. in \[58\]. An automatic event detection is used to identify critical sequences. The decision whether a sequence is considered critical or uncritical is based on the distance specific emission intensity. By means of moving average windows of different durations, the short- and long-term distance specific emission intensity is validated for each point of time of all available measurement data. The distance specific intensity per window is then compared to a threshold level, which is based on the average speed within the window.

Each window that exceeds the relevant threshold value is marked with a flag indicating the critical sequences. Thus, all critical data (“events”) per definition of the threshold value are identified automatically and marked as such. Remaining data are considered as uncritical (“non-events”). Storing the detected sequences in a common database allows
their later analysis and statistical evaluation. As all signals measured by the ECU and the emission measurement equipment are stored, the focus of the analysis can be adjusted easily and different signals can be included.

A first investigation on reproducibility and statistical relevance regarding real world driving behavior is performed by means of a signal trace comparison. A set of signals or respective modifications (e.g., first or second derivations) is selected on which the comparison is based. These signals are compared for each event to each other event using a dynamic time warping approach [73] to compensate different durations, slight differences and biases in the measurements. The process is presented in Figure 4 where the vehicle speed \( v \) and the derivation of it (acceleration), the relative air charge \( r_l \) and its derivation, the engine speed \( n \) and change of engine speed as well as the change of selected gear are compared.

![Figure 4. Comparing different events using a dynamic time warping approach with selected reference signals to calculate a scalar distance measure.](image)

The scalar distance measure is calculated by weighted averaging signals’ differences between the two events being compared. For this, the 2-norm is calculated for each point of time \( t \) over the difference of all features \( s \) of the reference event \( u \) and the event \( v \) compared to it, weighted by the weighting factor for each signal \( w_s \). The resulting universal distance vector \( d_t \) (1) is then averaged based on its length \( T \) to receive the scalar measure \( D \) (2).

\[
d_t = \sqrt{\sum_s (\text{abs}(u_{t,s} - v_{t,s}) \cdot w_s)^2}
\]

\[
D = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_t d_t^2}{T}}
\]

The same procedure is also performed for the comparison of each event to each non-event. By comparing the distance measures for each comparison of event to event and event to non-event to a set threshold [58], an information about the number of similar events and similar non-events can be obtained for rating of reproduction quality and relevance based on the occurrence within the conducted emission tests. The higher the ratio of similar events to similar non-events for an event is, the higher the reproduction quality, as re-driving such an event will quite likely lead to a critical event again (considering the reproduction of the signals that were defined as features for the comparison).
If an event has a high number of similar non-events compared to the number of similar events, the critical emission intensity either results from a random occurrence or the relevant signal causing the critical intensity was not considered within the selected features. For the identification of significant patterns within the critical data, the previously developed approach is extended by a novel component, performing a cluster analysis per signal. The procedure is schematically shown in Figure 5 and is applied to detected critical events as well as to non-events.

Figure 5. Schematical procedure for identification of critical signal patterns.

Within this comparison, each trace of a specific signal is compared to the traces of the matching signal of all other events. The calculation of the similarity of the single signals of all events towards each other is carried out as in (1) and (2), with the adjustment that only one signal is considered and thus no averaging over multiple signals is performed. Signal-wise clusters are built in a way to identify typical patterns and comparisons. In contrast to the comparison methodology for complete event similarity with the scalar distance measure, this leads to a categorization of the event in a multitude of clusters. Here, the association of the events towards each other with regard to the single signal comparison is not focused, but remains possible as each event is clearly identified by means of an ID that is linked to the clusters of each signal. In addition, multi-signal correlations can be carried out to identify typical profile combinations of certain signals.

In contrast to the comparison of the events based on a set of features for similarity analysis, the approach of single signals has the advantage of providing an information about the statistical appearance of patterns and potential root causes for the critical behavior itself. Resulting clusters offer the opportunity to quantify the importance of specific appearances. The engineer can evaluate a huge amount of data by first judging reference profiles of signals of interest.

With the knowledge of the quantity, a prioritization of required calibration measures can be performed. As schematically indicated in Figure 6, the automated analysis based on the database of all emission measurements during a project can be used for guidance of the engineer on the identification of calibration optimization. Not only the information about how many events belong into a certain pattern of signal traces, but also automatically calculating the weight of the complete cluster with regard to its share of critical emission intensities compared to the other clusters supports focusing on relevant weak spots.
Figure 6. Automated analysis of database measurements for support of calibration optimizations.

Applying the same cluster approach to the signal traces of non-events allows for a statistical evaluation of how relevant a certain group of profiles might be with regard to their root cause of critical emission intensity. After clustering, the results for non-events and events are compared. The number of identified significant groups gives a first indication whether signals might be relevant or not. Signals that cannot be clustered into a representative number of groups neither for events nor for non-events do not suggest for a clearly problematic category profile (Figure 6B). This assumes that a sufficient number of emission measurements is included in the database. Such traces can still reproducibly lead to high emission intensities, but they are rather singular appearances or are only critical in combination with characteristic behaviors of other signals.

For signals that can be divided into a reasonable number of clusters for either critical or non-critical data, an evaluation about the differences of cluster numbers and cluster sizes can be carried out. If the clustering produces significant results within only one of the two groups critical (Figure 6A) or non-critical (Figure 6B), this indicates a clear trend and a potential cause for increasing or decreasing emissions. Insofar as clustering of a signal for events and non-events is possible, a comparison of these clusters is performed. A distinction is made as to whether there is a clear difference in the number of detected clusters or whether the clusters differ significantly in their type and size.

Smaller numbers of different clusters with significant size in the critical data in contrast to many clusters with small size within the non-critical data clearly indicate relevant signals and trajectories (Figure 6A). These can be evaluated by the engineer in a targeted manner prioritized by the calculated impact of the cluster on the overall emissions. In contrast to a potential clear separation of the number and size of clusters between critical and non-critical data, the result of similar numbers of clusters requires a specific comparison between the distribution of critical and non-critical clusters. For this purpose, a reference trajectory is first calculated for each cluster, which reflects the representative behavior of the signals in the cluster.

The reference trajectories of all event clusters are first compared with the reference trajectories of the non-event clusters. In this way, identical or similar clusters are identified within the two signal groups. Based on this, the relative sizes of clusters belonging to each other are then compared to identify a shift between critical and non-critical peculiarities.
Clusters that have only a small number of associated non-events, but describe a high proportion of events, indicate relevant signal characteristics for a critical emission behavior. In contrast, proportionally small clusters of critical data compared to associated large clusters of non-critical data describe trajectories that are potentially to be associated with non-critical emission behavior.

In case the comparison of the reference trajectories indicates a similar relative size of linked clusters for critical and non-critical data, this suggests for signal traces that are not causing critical intensities or only in combination with other values.

Figures 7 and 8 show an extract of examples for clusters for the voltage signal of the downstream lambda sensor (\(U_{\text{HEGO}}\)) that have been identified for 842 events (Figure 7) and 842 non-events (Figure 8) with regard to NO\(_X\) emissions. Different clustering approaches are still being evaluated; the shown results are based on the HDBSCAN methodology described e.g., in [74]. This methodology so far shows the best behavior when being applied on many different types of signals without supervision of the automatic definition of relevant parameters for clustering.

While the black profiles show all single traces of the clustered events and non-events, the red profiles indicate the reference profile identified by the Barycenter approach [75]. The downstream lambda voltage is selected, as it provides a direct indication of the catalyst state and thus the sufficiency of converting NO\(_X\) emissions. Here, the comparison of the number of sequences in a cluster (indicated as “Events: #” above each plot) allows the suggestion of typical critical and uncritical profiles. Being the biggest clusters, cluster 1 represents the most typical traces for events (drop of voltage for more than 20 seconds, which corresponds in fact to a lean mixture) and non-events (constantly high voltage, rich mixture). Furthermore, sequences with a higher share of the low voltage compared to high voltage shares (e.g., events cluster 2 and non-events cluster 2 with similar sizes or events cluster 3 and non-events cluster 4 with twice as many critical as uncritical sequences) promote a higher risk of increased emission intensity in terms of NO\(_X\) emissions.

Figure 7. Extract of cluster identified for the downstream lambda sensor voltage for 842 NO\(_X\) events.
At the same time, a drop in the downstream lambda voltage does not necessarily lead to a critical situation with regard to the NO\textsubscript{X} emissions, as indicated by the clusters 3 and 5 to 9 for non-events. Although corresponding clusters for critical data (e.g., 6 critical to 6 uncritical) are slightly bigger. Even though increased NO\textsubscript{X} concentrations result at this state of the catalyst, the overall distance-based emission intensity (being used for the definition of events) is in addition depending on the exhaust gas mass flow and the driven speed. Still, a higher frequency of break through into the low voltage area and thus oxygen saturated state of catalyst (e.g., event cluster 8) promotes the appearance of critical sequences.

While indicating typically critical or uncritical data, the chosen example also indicates that the use of one label for an exact knowledge about relevant signals and profiles is not completely sufficient. For example, cluster 3 and 5 of the uncritical data contain events in which the engine went into stop-start mode during the event, leading to a situation in which no exhaust gasses are flowing through the catalyst while being in a bad state for conversion efficiency. Thus, a further improvement of the approach is being developed to put more focus of cross-signal correlations when identifying matching clusters of critical and uncritical data.

By linking similar clusters of critical and non-critical signal sequences, the ability to point to desired signal trajectories for the optimization process is provided. The typical profiles of non-critical events can be used as a reference that the engineer can target in the calibration optimization.

It is also possible to compare different vehicle datasets by comparing different clusters. Here, different calibration datasets of a vehicle can be compared with each other throughout the development process in order to quantify the success achieved in terms of system efficiency enhancement due to the hybrid operating strategy or the reduction of emissions.

Similarly, different vehicles can be compared in terms of the nature of their weak points and the quantitative magnitude of these. A benchmarking process based purely on comparing achieved emission or fuel consumption results can thus be extended to include a statement on the location of potential improvement areas.
3.3. Quantification of Statistical Certainty

A key challenge for RDE validation and calibration is the knowledge about the statistical certainty that can be achieved with a certain process. The potential combination of driving scenarios with operating point traces and possible ambient condition influences, the engine operation conditions during RDE testing are basically unlimited. Expected additional degrees of freedom for compliance with future emission standards, such as EU7, as described in [16], mean further challenges regarding this topic.

The approach for test scenario creation suggested in this paper refers to preliminary work describing the procedure of the RDE cycle generator developed by CLAßEN et al. [58]. Based on a recombination of actual measurement data, the cycles provide a foundation of taking the real vehicle, exhaust gas aftertreatment system and calibration influences into account. ECU recordings of robustness and fleet data are compared with emission events to identify the statistical relevance towards in-use driving behavior. With this approach, each event is compared with the available ECU data to identify sequences with matching signal traces of a pre-defined feature set. This allows to identify how often a single event occurs during real-world operation, but it is not possible to judge about the variance of available emission data. For a sufficient robustness for actual RDE validation, the knowledge about the variety and amount of available raw data is crucial.

This knowledge is supplemented with a novel approach that uses a signal trace comparison for the reconstruction of actual on-road drives to not only rate the events for relevance. For obtaining the knowledge about a wide driving behavior including different styles of drivers and ambient conditions, fleet data can be used. The data may be collected within a certain project but may also be extended by previous project data of predecessors.

Figure 9 schematically describes the procedure for the quantification of statistical safety based on the available measurement data and for identifying missing measurement data. Detected events and non-events of all available emission measurements with a certain vehicle are compared to on-road measurements. These measurements only need to contain ECU data. Equipment for emission measurement is not required. Available events and non-events are then analyzed for their ability of representing specific parts of the on-road measurement. Extracts, at which an event or non-event matches the traces of the on-road reference data, are stored. In this way, the complete measurement is being reconstructed with snippets of emission measurement data of different tests. For the comparison, the signals are prioritized that have been identified as most important based on the cluster analysis previously described.

As a result, the on-road measurement may be reconstructed by several different events or non-events for local sequences. Based on the priority and distance of the signals, different alternatives are created with regard to their likelihood of representing the sequences of the reference profile.

Reconstructing real driving profiles has multiple advantages. First, the existing emission measurement data can be estimated for a sufficient variance. Events and non-events should be equally spread throughout the on-road profiles when reconstructing. Sequences that are reconstructed with many alternatives of different events guide to the information of a low variance within the emission measurement data. Such sequences suggest that already a large number of emission measurement profiles exists, representing the same vehicle operation. Testing for example many cycles with similar characteristics as the WLTC might suggest for a high certainty in different scenarios and potential routes, but could just represent the same traces and combinations of operating points and conditions in varying orders.

Simultaneously, missing sequences within the reconstruction indicate situations for which no information about the emission behavior is existing. These snippets are of high relevance for the creation of test scenarios to increase the robustness of the calibration. The behavior of the interaction of engine and exhaust gas aftertreatment system is unknown and thus also the resulting emissions. In worst-case situations, a repetition of these sequences could lead to states in which the vehicle might not be compliant with legislative emission
limits while, at the same time, the dynamics might allow the creation of a compliant test cycle.

![Reconstruction of real-world drives with emission measurements](image)

**Figure 9.** Schematic procedure for quantification of statistical data certainty and identification of missing measurements.

An additional advantage is the potential of predicting intensities of RDE PEMS routes. When creating routes for on-road testing, the effect on the emissions remains unclear. For a validation of the route’s legislative compliance, a vehicle with ECU measurement only can be used. For cost reduction a PEMS system might not be equipped. The presented approach allows the evaluation of the ECU measurement based on the reconstruction with already collected emission measurement data. The intensity of the used events and non-events allows for a first estimation whether the route’s profile is expected to cause rather high or low emission intensities. This estimation provides only a trend and does not claim for an explicit result. Further, the impact of adjustments within the calibration is not considered within the reconstruction.

The judgement of how much emission data is available for the reconstruction of on-road measurements and the identification of missing sequences leads to the information about the statistical certainty and the clear identification of unknown scenarios. This approach still relies on a sufficient number of on-road measurements (without emission trace) to describe a comprehensive picture. Usage of previous project and fleet data helps to tackle this challenge. Estimating the emission intensity of on-road routes provides a high benefit in cost reduction. Especially when being combined with an automatic way of route generation, the compliance of potential routes can be pre-investigated and routes with the highest likelihood of compliance can be driven without further measurement equipment. The presented reconstruction approach then helps to select the most promising routes according to the project’s demands.

### 3.4. Dynamic and Model Predictive Cycle Generation

RDE tests on public roads are affected by a high number of ambient influences that cannot be controlled during a test and might have an impact on the resulting operating
points and system behavior. For calibration and validation purposes, the laboratory environment of test benches is beneficial as it provides controlled environmental conditions and highly accurate measurement systems. To make best use of the identification of critical sequences and weak spots as well as to this point missing knowledge about certain operation profiles, a high level of reproducibility is required when designing scenarios for test bench operation.

The approach of the current RDE cycle generator described in [58] is extended by a model predictive approach to increase the maturity of reproducing events, especially when working with hybrid propulsion systems. Here, due to the advantage of not requiring explicit vehicle models, the current approach is not capable of explicitly reproducing the operation of the ICE as e.g., influences of the state of charge (SOC) deviations of a traction battery cannot be considered.

Figure 10 highlights the challenges of hybrid powertrains in the context of event reproduction. The simulation of a cycle is performed multiple times with a virtual vehicle (Table 1) in a MiL environment using the Matlab Simulink toolbox Powertrain Blockset.

![Diagram of SOC sensitivity in simulated maneuver testing with different initial SOC states.](image)

**Figure 10.** Example of SOC sensitivity in simulated maneuver testing with different initial SOC states.

**Table 1.** Specifications of vehicle used for simulation in MiL environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Data</th>
<th>ICE</th>
<th>Electric Machine</th>
<th>Battery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1600 kg</td>
<td>1.5 L turbocharged</td>
<td>200 Nm</td>
<td>5.3 Ah/1.4 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 topology</td>
<td>4 cylinder gasoline</td>
<td>30 kW</td>
<td>270 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 speed AT</td>
<td>177 Nm/94 kW</td>
<td>Rated = max. values</td>
<td>30–70% opt. range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation and vehicle settings are kept constant, only the initial SOCs are modified slightly to investigate the system’s sensitivity towards SOC deviations. Comparing the initially driven profile (black) to the simulation for reproduction investigations (red) with a higher initial SOC of 2%, differences can be observed. While the vehicle speed is matched with a high precision, differences in the load requirements for the internal combustion engine ($M_{ICE}$, bottom right) and the electric machine ($M_{EM}$, bottom left) result from the changes in initial SOC conditions. The increase of only 2% in combination with a slightly
different acceleration pedal actuation of the simulative driver leads to deviations of up to 100 Nm for the electric machine and up to 35 Nm for the ICE.

The observed differences of the driver behavior are resulting from varying vehicle model reactions due to the state of the propulsion units. In real operation, a variance of the pedal position movement to this extend would be considered as normal and insignificant. When applied to a complete test cycle, meeting the initial states at the beginning of the test would result in high SOC deviations and system behavior at the end of the cycle. Trying to reproduce driving sequences without the estimation of these deviations over the entire cycle will therefore not lead to robust testing procedures for hybrid vehicles.

Figure 11 describes the procedure for the dynamic and model predictive cycle generation. Initially, a speed and gradient profile is generated using the existing approach. Alternatively, random profiles can also be used. This reference profile is then fed into a simulation model where a virtual driver and vehicle are used to simulate all required system states as described in [64,76,77].

The modeled component states are continuously compared to a database of potential sequences to be tested. These sequences are a collection of critical events detected from previous tests and extracts of identified profiles with unknown impact on the emissions based on the statistical evaluation of on-road measurements. Once the comparison identifies a system state that matches the initial state of the relevant signals (output of Identification of calibration optimization potentials) of any event, the upcoming speed and gradient traces of the reference cycle are replaced with the trace of the specific sequence. A filter for ramping into the speed and gradient profile is used to avoid digital jumps in the target profile for the simulated driver.

During the reproduction of such an event, the comparison is not further executed to not interrupt the current event once a different one fits. At the end of the reproduced event, the comparison is re-activated. Either a filter is ramping back into the initial reference profile or into the next event that matches the current component states with its initial states.

Compared to approaches without the model predictive estimation of component states, this has the advantage of targeted arrangement of critical events. While the complete and automated methodology is still in development, Figure 12 shows an example of a first attempt of a simulation-based ordering of events using a low-level open-loop model to arrange the events in a cycle. The black traces describe the target SOC states of the events selected for the test cycle. These events have been detected from simulations with the same vehicle setup in the same simulation environment, based on modeled NOX emissions. The
blue trace reflects the results achieved in simulation using the same model and vehicle as described in Table 1.

![Figure 12. Comparison of SOC deviation for randomly placed events and SOC ordered events.](image)

In the top chart, the conventional cycle generation with an order of events only considering the RDE phases is used (without SOC ordering). Clear deviations between the target and the actual simulated SOC profile can be observed. Even though the simulated profile is close to the event target (e.g., at \( t = 500 \) s) in some occasions, the profiles move away from each other over the entire cycle.

To compensate this effect, a first investigation of the described methodology is carried out in the lower chart (with SOC ordering). Here, the described methodology is not yet used in closed loop with the simulation environment. A direct feedback of the system’s state was not given to the generation algorithm, but only a basic open-loop model was used. The open-loop battery model consists of charge–discharge/delta-SOC map based on the delivered absolute power. Thus, the prediction of the SOC change rate is only a first assumption on the open-loop profile and not yet as reliable as a closed-loop powertrain model considering SOC changes based on the provided electric torque.

Based on the predicted SOC states, the events are ordered by the cycle generation algorithm to match the initial state of SOC. Even though only the open-loop low level SOC model is used for the drive profile generation, a clear improvement in matching the event targets in the conducted simulation in the MiL environment is achieved.

The advantage in reproduction accuracy even with inaccurate open-loop models strongly motivates to couple the presented approach to a closed-loop simulation environment to further reduce the deviations and consider several signals and the complete behavior of the powertrain. The ordering is then optimized by being able to specifically place relevant events at positions where they can be reproduced, resulting from e.g., certain SOC levels, temperature conditions of electric components or conditions of the EATS in the warm-up phase.

Situations in which the components cool down or heat up towards areas with an impact on emissions (e.g., low conversion efficiency or change of engine mode for component protection), can be considered dynamically. When using PN events, the temperature and loading of the particulate filter can be taken into account as well as all influencing states of a hybrid system.

The dynamic generation of such statistically relevant scenarios can be performed for multiple environments (Figure 13). System evaluations can be carried out directly in the MiL environment, while the cycle is being created. HiL and EiL applications can be used by either first generating the cycle in the MiL environment and then feeding the static profile into the corresponding HiL and EiL control or by generating the profile dynamically during the HiL or EiL operation. For the live generation, at least a semi real-time comparison of
initial event and current component states is required. For database sizes that do not allow for a real-time comparison, an approach can be used in which the comparison is performed block-wise.

Adjusting the profile in real-time has the advantage that the evaluation of the system states is not completely determined by models, but actual real-time measured variables can be taken into account. A semi real-time adjustment loses accuracy, but still has the ability to be corrected by real system states. Cycles that are created in a purely simulative environment can only be implemented in the arrangement of events as good as the simulation of the relevant states is. However, compared to conventional pre-test generation without model prediction and dynamic adaptation, the certainty of reproducing desired states in the test can still be increased, thus saving costs and test resources.

Testing on chassis dynamometers or on test track roads can be performed by using the previously generated cycle as a static profile. Here, the novel approach has the advantage of enabling the reproduction of hybrid powertrain events. Being sensitive to component temperatures and SOC, a clear reproduction of the ICE operation on a chassis dyno is extremely challenging (Figure 10). With a static cycle being generated without the knowledge about the time-wise system behavior, the relevant signals cannot be controlled over the entire cycle.

As summarized in Figure 13, the concept serves for the complete calibration and validation procedure. Virtual test benches are used for dynamic testing in early stages, when the complete vehicle is not yet available. Storing all test results in a common database allows for automatic detection and statistical investigation of critical data sequences. The clustering helps to identify root causes and optimization potentials that can be implemented in the ECU calibration. At the same time, the dynamic creation of cycles provides test scenarios with a high level of relevance and reproducibility for targeted analysis and validation. While the test bench is changed during the period of a project, the use of data remains consistent.

Figure 13. Concept for calibration and validation on multiple test bench environments.

The evaluation can then include a matching event with a delay of several seconds, only considering the states up to a certain point and ignoring minor changes caused by the delay between start of comparison and selection of an event. Once an event is selected, a comparison for the next event can be started by already using the known state of the current event’s end for the comparison of a fitting next event. This assumes that the event is reproduced with sufficient quality.
Using the concept for all potential test benches allows a continuous loop for model validation. The data collected at a test bench with a higher level of real components can be fed back to the models for test benches with a higher degree of virtualization.

4. Setup of a Dynamic HiL Test Bench for Virtual Calibration Purposes

To actually use the suggested concept already in early stages in virtual test environments, these need to allow a high level of reproduction and representation of the system’s real-world behavior. This chapter serves to demonstrate the suitability of virtual test beds for substitution of vehicle tests. An efficient calibration process supported by closed-loop HiL simulations is presented in [64,78]. The demonstrated use of conventional application processes on a virtual test beds motivates for the coupling of the presented methodology with in-the-Loop approaches in the further development of the concept.

An overview of a closed-loop HiL platform used for virtual calibration purposes is shown in Figure 14. A co-simulation setup is used to increase model accuracy for vehicle and emission simulation, with the specification of the virtual vehicle described in Table 2.

![HiL Platform](image-url)

**Figure 14.** HiL test bench setup for virtual calibration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Specification of simulated vehicle in the HiL environment.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Data</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front wheel drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 speed AT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It comprises two simulative subsystems:

1. dSPACE Scalexio HiL including the I/O board;
2. xMOD high-performance workstation.

The dSPACE platform is used to execute the driver, transmission, transmission control unit (TCU) and chassis. GT-SUITE–based real-time engine, emissions and the three-way-catalyst (TWC) models are executed on an xMOD platform. The TWC model simulates the voltage of the narrow-band oxygen sensor located downstream of the TWC. Further details on the respective models used can be found in [64]. For the validation of the platform itself, a simple scenario of a NEDC profile is used. This reduces cross-influences of potential methodology influences on the reactions of the single models. Thus, a validation of real ECU calibration influences on the model behavior becomes possible.
5. Verification of a Virtual Calibration Use Case on a HiL Test Bench

To validate the performance of the real-time models and the test bench setup during closed-loop operation, the fuel cut-off operation with subsequent catalyst purging in a transient test cycle is evaluated as an example. Different ECU calibrations are used to identify the usability of a virtual test bench for calibration use-cases.

5.1. Validation with Real World Measurements

Figure 15 displays NEDC CO$_2$, CO and NO$_X$ tailpipe emissions, comparing HiL-based measurement results of a virtual vehicle under warm engine conditions with a vehicle measurement on the chassis dynamometer.

![Figure 15. Comparison of real and HiL modeled NEDC emission traces.](image)

A relative difference between the cumulative gaseous raw emissions of less than 5% is achieved. For gaseous tailpipe emissions, it is less than 10%. Comparing the emission traces time-wise, a good match between the real vehicle measurement and the HiL simulation is observed. Relevant critical events are qualitatively and quantitatively matching, which enables the analysis of optimization potentials and calibration influences for calibration purposes. The differences between simulated and real emission behavior at certain sequences are still subject of model optimization.

As map-based models for the raw emissions and conversion behavior of the EATS are used, a main point within the optimization is the extension of the area mapped with reference data. Especially when reaching border areas of mapped data, the simulation becomes inaccurate. Here, especially low exhaust gas mass flows (first part of NEDC from $t = 250$ s to $t = 700$ s) lead to a repeated underestimation of the resulting CO emission intensity. To prevent such inaccuracies when extrapolating into unmapped areas, a wider range of data conduction for building the models is required.
5.2. Virtual Emission Calibration

The aim of the catalyst purge functionality is the removal of excessive oxygen from the TWC to increase the catalyst conversion efficiency after fuel cut-off phases when pure air is flowing through the catalyst. To evaluate the impact of different calibrations on the effect of the model behavior on the HiL test bench, five different calibration sets for the catalyst purge functionality are tested and evaluated. Different intensities of the enrichment after a fuel cut-off are defined. Thus, the effect of trade-offs between duration required for purging and resulting emissions can be analyzed. While a more aggressive enrichment might decrease the duration for catalyst purging, it increases the fuel consumption and CO emissions. Here, the HiL platform is expected to decrease the absolute number of vehicles tests required on a chassis dynamometer to optimize the purging event.

The cumulated NEDC NO\textsubscript{X} and CO emission results are shown in Figure 16 for testing a conventional 1.6 L GDI powertrain. Different set-points for the relative air/fuel ratio (lambda) enrichment during catalyst purging are used in each simulation. With an increasing enrichment from Calibration 1 to Calibration 5, the impact can be seen in decreasing NO\textsubscript{X} and increasing CO emissions.

![Figure 16. Impact of different calibration strategies for catalyst purging on a HiL test bed.](image)

Figure 17 depicts the differences between the cumulated NO\textsubscript{X} and CO emission results for the five calibration sets used with the simulative environment and the associated real vehicle tests. With the best NO\textsubscript{X}–CO trade-off achieved with Calibration 3 and the cases of highest NO\textsubscript{X} (Calibration 1) and highest CO (Calibration 5) emissions, a comparison is performed on the chassis dynamometer to evaluate the ability to reflect the real-world behavior of the adjustments to the ECU used on the HiL test bench. A good match can be seen for all of the used calibration sets.
5.3. Outlook to Hybrid Strategy Calibration

The presented example for the calibration of different catalyst purge strategies demonstrates the ability of a HiL test bench to reproduce the effects of different application adaptations of the dataset on the operating behavior with high accuracy. This is the basic prerequisite for efficiently supporting vehicle development with virtual methods. The example of CO and NO\textsubscript{X} emissions shows the complex interaction between both engine operating behavior, modeling of raw emissions and representation of the conversion and oxygen storage characteristics of the TWC.

The targeted analysis of the measured data with the previously described methodology can equally represent the identification of areas to be optimized in terms of operating strategy and load point shifting. For this application, a highly accurate simulation of the influence on emissions, drivability and consumption behavior is required.

The performance of the presented virtual methods for the representation of the drivability is described by HEUSCH et al. in [10]. In addition to the ability to accurately describe the exhaust emission behavior, the presented approach is also very well suited for the simulation of fuel and energy consumption. The good match of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions (Figure 15) shows that both raw emission models and conversion models of the EATS provide highly specific results. For the focus on fuel consumption, even less complex models can be used, since raw emission modeling is sufficient for this purpose; exhaust aftertreatment modeling is not a requirement.

The influences of the electrical components can be used with different degrees of precision in the selected model environment. As far as no real components are available, sub- models for electrical components of different complexities can be applied for calibration tasks of these [79]. Both simple map-based substitute models and highly complex physical models are possible. The use of the respective models depends on the focus of the application. In particular for dynamic cycle generation, high quality catalyst and battery models are necessary according to the focused component states.

6. Summary and Conclusions

With the continuously tightening pollutant emission standards and targets for the reduction of GHG emissions, the automotive industry is facing complex challenges to optimize the powertrain systems. On top of the challenges posed by RDE, the hybridization of powertrains further extends the range of influencing factors on the ICE operating points. When validating calibration optimizations on any test bench, the reproducibility of the scenarios to be tested is crucial. Especially when testing hybrid vehicles on a chassis dynamometer, the exact reproduction of operating points is almost impossible with current approaches.
The novel procedure presented here aims to support the required testing processes by making high and efficient use of the collected data during the development and to provide dedicated and statistically robust test scenarios. For this, the event detection of the existing methodology for RDE cycle generation based on emission measurements is transferred into a new framework. An analysis for identification of relevant signals by means of a clustering approach is implemented. Identified signals can then be used to check the amount of existing data for potential white-spots by comparing them to fleet data. Relevant events are then combined in a dynamic cycle generation. This does not require a complete test cycle before the tests, but builds up a relevant scenario during the ongoing test to provide a high level of reproducibility. The final elaboration of the novel concept thus promises following key benefits:

- An existing automatic detection of critical sequences is supplemented by an approach for clustering these. This novel approach enables an automatic identification of relevant signals and signal traces for guided analysis of a big amount of data and thus supports the engineer on focusing onto relevant control signals instead of mainly considering known effects based on the engineer’s experience.
- The here presented approach of reconstructing real-world drives with emission measurement data serves to predict potential critical driving routes and allows to judge the statistical quantity of existing emission measurement data. Thus, a higher degree of robustness can be achieved when relying on the hereby created test scenarios.
- Identification of white-spots in the emission measurement matrices based on fleet data to gain a higher statistical certainty during the calibration and validation processes.
- Providing test scenarios with a high level of reproducibility for efficient testing on any test bench by dynamic and model predictive cycle generation.

The presented example of the catalyst purge calibration on a HiL test bench with differences to real-world measurement results of up to 10% illustrates the quality of the available models and the suitability of virtual test benches for emission calibration purposes. Combining the presented concept with advanced virtual test benches offers a novel approach to the calibration process to efficiently use data while taking advantage of modeling the environment of components to be tested and functions to be developed.
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